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Black Creek's flagship correctional solution, the Super Display® Touchscreen system, uses 
a single 32" LCD display to consolidate control functions and video display for efficiency of 
operation, and can significantly reduce staffing requirements. Ideal for either new construction 
or retrofits of an existing facility. It is the most cost-effective, long-term solution available. 

Get rid of the clutter in your central control location. Our system eliminates the need for 
multiple monitors by consolidating all monitoring and control functions into one high-quality, 
extra-large LCD touchscreen. By simplifying your monitoring system, we are expanding your 
security capabilities.

Quality and design 
rolled into one platform

Purchasing options that 
allow you to acquire 
the system you never 
thought you could 
afford

Super Display® Touchscreen

NOT YOUR AVERAGE CONTROL PANEL

Simple Solutions for Complex Corrections
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• Standard Inmate Modules

• Statewide Sharing of
Inmate Data (SPIDEX)

• Paperless Environment

• Mugshot Capture

• Fingerprint Verification for
Intake/Release

• Custom Reporting

• Electronic Shift Log

SallyPort© 4.0
Jail Management System (JMS)

CHANGING JMS EXPECTATIONS
SallyPort©’s simplicity and ease of use makes the process of 
booking and detention as fast and as easy as possible. SallyPort© works seamlessly with records 
management systems and other third-party applications, promoting information sharing and 
automating many of the booking and record-keeping tasks of any size detention facility.

State Specific Requirements: 
SallyPort© is a state-specific application that meets the requirements for reporting, jail time 
calculation, and data collection required by each individual state. This allows the application 
to capture the data needed by your agency for your state, rather than forcing another state’s 
requirements on your data collection. All state and federal reporting requirements are included 
with the application. Because state requirements vary from state to state, SallyPort© is a 
configurable application that can tailored for each agency’s needs.

Statistics and Analytics Module: (Release 2022)
SallyPort© is currently developing a Statistics and Analytics Module that will contain standard 
analytical models and reports used for correctional facilities. Agencies will be able to develop 
custom displays using third-party applications integrated into SallyPort©. 

User’s Groups: 
SallyPort©’s Annual User’s Group Conferences allow the staff using the application to have input on 
future upgrades and functionality. Upgrades to the application are included in the Annual Support 
so you are always using the latest version without the need for costly upgrades. 
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GET YOUR PEACE OF MIND BACK
There is nothing more frustrating for detention managers than to learn after an incident that 
watch tours were not being conducted in compliance with established policy, or worse, were 
not being conducted at all. With Black Creek’s Watch Tour® system, facility administration can 
rest easy knowing that tours are being conducted on a timely and consistent basis via real-
time notifications.

When used in conjunction with our Real-Time Location System (RTLS), your situational 
awareness within your facility will expand exponentially. Our Watch Tour® and RTLS systems 
will change the way in which you carry out daily operations by increasing efficiency, reducing 
costs, and focusing on the safety of your staff and inmates.

• Real-time indication of tour progress

• Configurable scheduling & notifications

• Alerts for late or missed tours

• Integration with Security System and SallyPort© JMS

Watch Tour®

Enhanced Safety & Accountability
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TSI PRISM™ Gen 5 
Real Time Locating System

At half the price of previous generations, TSI PRISM‘s Gen 5 RTLS provides an affordable, reliable 
and highly precise solution for protecting and tracking people and assets in a corrections 
environment. TSI PRISM’s feature-rich RTLS technology will make your facility safer, improve your 
operational efficiency, and reduce your agency’s exposure to costly lawsuits.

CONTINUOUS TRACKING & POSITIONING

Detainee tag with 
heart rate monitoring

Visitor tag with 
duress function

Officer tag with man 
down and duress 

functions

Asset tracking tag for 
protection of valuable 

and hazardous 
property and keys

Security • Management • Accountability • Real-Time

•   Available tracking accuracy < 1 meter 

•   Battery life up to 5 years

•   Feature-rich, web-based application software

•   Instantaneous subject location

•   Detailed tracking histories

•   Heart Rate Monitoring for compliance



Security • Management • Accountability • Real-Time

IMPROVE MONITORING WITH FEWER STAFF
Detainees wear wrist-mounted, tamper-resistant transmitting units that send a unique radio 
signal on a user-configurable interval. Signals are transmitted to specialized receivers mounted 
in detainee housing areas which are forwarded over a dedicated Ethernet network to an 
application server for processing. The PASS-5B Detainee Tag incorporates an accelerometer 
for measuring detainee physical activity level and a biometric sensor for measuring detainee 
heart rate.  

•    Configurable alarm thresholds include activity level and heart rate

•    Proximity alarms based on user-configurable detainee classifications (e.g. Covid-Positive)

•    Alarm annunciations include detainee’s zone location in the facility

PASS-5B Detainee Tag
Detainee Well-Being Monitoring System

SYSTEM ELEMENTS:

•   PASS-5B Detainee Tag - Designed for  
    the uncooperative wearer. Resists  
    body oils, soaps, and lotions. 
    Constructed of hypo-allergenic  
    materials. 

•   LR-5B Receiver - Serves as point of  
    reception for signals transmitted by  
    TSI PRISMTM PASS-5B tags.

•   Application Server - Aggregates tag   
    data from LR-5B Receivers. Calculates  
    location of tag zone in facility.

•   Enrollment/Monitoring Workstation - 
    Executes TSI PRISMTM Client  
    Application. Includes signature  
    capture pad and laser report printer.



Black Creek was founded as a sole proprietorship in 1978 and incorporated in the State of 
Alabama in April of 1989. Black Creek recognized the potential of computer technology and 
quickly began the development of our touchscreen-based security system. As a result, Black Creek 
was the first to develop and successfully implement touchscreen security control technology 
into a correctional setting. Due to our leadership, experience and reputation in the corrections 
industry, Black Creek technology has become a standard not only for many correctional agencies, 
but also for many architectural and engineering firms specializing in criminal justice.

Black Creek does not manufacture fire alarms or door locks as some of our competitors do, nor 
do we provide services or solutions for commercial or retail applications. Our singular focus and 
commitment to the correctional industry is evident by our continued research and development 
of products as well as our ability to forge lasting relationships with our customers. Our vast 
industry experience and resources enable us to properly assess an agency’s needs and provide 
solutions which meet or exceed their expectations. Black Creek works closely with our user 
agencies to develop solutions for correctional professionals, by correctional professionals. We 
understand the “how” and “why” of corrections operations, and we have developed both long and 
short term solutions to accommodate.

BUILDING A LEGACY

Black Creek
More Than Just Another Security Integrator
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